
TECHNIQUE LEVEL PREREQUISITES



CAN YOU EXECUTE THE TRICK...

CONSISTENTLY 	 Every	single	time	you	attempt	it	-	you	nail	it!

SAFELY	 Grip	is	secure,	no	excessive	re-gripping,	slipping	or	falling

CONFIDENTLY  On BOTH SIDES

REPEATEDLY At	least	3	times	within	one	class	

CONTINUOUSLY  Can	hold	it	for	a	minimum	of	10	seconds	each	time

WITH CONTROL	 A	strong	and	clean	entrance	&	dismount
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TECHNIQUE	8	PREREQUISITES	|	SYDNEY	POLE

Handspring, split grip plus 1 other grip - spinning forward and backward (both sides)

Splits - must have at least one front split and be less than 10cm away on the other side  
and less than 10cm from middle splits

Aerial Reverse Straddle to Forward Straddle with Chopper/Flare legs  
- both legs STRAIGHT (both sides)

Aerial Shoulder Mount in various grips from various positions  
- spinning forward and backward (both sides)
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T8
SPLITS - MIDDLESPLITS - FRONT

HANDSPRING SPLIT GRIP
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HANDSPRING CUP GRIP



T8

AERIAL REVERSE STRADDLE > CHOPPER/FLARE LEGS > FORWARD STRADDLE
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T8
AERIAL SHOULDER MOUNT - IN VARIOUS GRIPS FROM VARIOUS POSITIONS 

Eg. Figure Skater to cup grip Shoulder Mount and Superman to mixed grip Shoulder Mount
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In order to progress to Technique 8, students need to submit a video assessment to demonstrate 
they are strong, safe, controlled and confident with all prerequisite moves. This includes having 
active legs and pointed toes at all times.

To gain approval to enrol in Technique 8 classes, you must submit a video of the following tricks 
to info@sydneypole.com to be assessed by our Group Fitness Manager:

q LEFT  q RIGHT  Handspring - split grip with a forward entry   
q LEFT  q RIGHT  Handspring - split grip with a backward entry   
q LEFT  q RIGHT  Handspring - other grip of your choice with a forward entry   
q LEFT  q RIGHT  Handspring - other grip of your choice with a backward entry   
q LEFT  q RIGHT   Aerial Reverse Straddle > Chopper/Flare > Forward Straddle  

- with both legs straight   

q LEFT  q RIGHT   Aerial Figure Skater > cup grip Shoulder Mount > Brass Monkey  
> dismount of your choice - spinning forwards   

q LEFT  q RIGHT   Aerial Figure Skater > cup grip Shoulder Mount > Brass Monkey   
> dismount of your choice - spinning backwards   

q LEFT  q RIGHT   Aerial Superman > mixed grip Shoulder Mount > Brass Monkey  
> dismount of your choice - spinning forwards   

q LEFT  q RIGHT   Aerial Superman > mixed grip Shoulder Mount > Brass Monkey  
> dismount of your choice - spinning backwards 

q LEFT  q RIGHT	 Front Splits - one side must be flat, the other side to be less than 10cm from ground  
q			 Middle Splits - to be less than 10cm from ground  

***VIDEO	ASSESSMENT	REQUIRED***




